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MAESTRO OHGA: 

THE ART OF PROFIT 

Norio Ohga, Morita's chosen successor, is a paradoxical man. Edu
cated in Tokyo and Berlin as a musician, he embodies a combination, 
rarely found in namre, of shrewd business savvy and an artists sensitiv
ity. In appearance and demeanor he is as staid as any banker, yet he is a 
daredevil, a race car driver and a jet pilot who has been known to fly 
prohibited rolls in his corporate jet. Inside Sony, Ohga is feared by 
many as a tyrant. There are stories of his hurling prototypes across a 
room and of scolding terrified subordinates in his booming baritone. 
'10 the outside world, he presents an icily superior aloofness. But he is 
also capable of compassion and wannth: his secretary for thirty-eight 
years recounts his kindness to her with tears in her eyes, and many 
others, Japanese and foreign, speak of him as a loyal and passionate 
friend. 

Asked to account for how he sustains deep commitments to art and 
profit simultaneously, Ohgas answer is always a variation on the same 
unsatisfying explanation: "I have switches in my head," he recently 
told me yet again, "and when J throw them, they change me com
pletely. When J fly my iet I'm a pilot and all 1 think about is flying 
safely. When I land I remember I must prepare to negotiate a con
tra<.1:.Then J remember J must condm.1: and I pore over my score." 

When Morita prevailed on Ohga to join Sony atter pursuing him 
for years, Ohga resolved to return to his music when he reached the 
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age of sixty, and he has kept his promise to himself. On September 6, 

1997, I was in the audience when he conducted the Tokyo Symphony 

Orchestra in Beethoven's Third and Sevemh symphonies at a concert 

in Tokyo's Suntory Hall. The occasion, a benefit to raise money for the 

composers birthplace in Bonn, was cosponsored by Beethoven-Honse 

and the Sony Music Foundation, which Ohga controls. Suntory Hall, 

erected as a monument to himself by Keizo Saji, Suntory Brewery's 

epicurean owner, seats two thousand people.That night the house was 

filled with personal guests of Ohga's from the worlds of finance and 

business. There were surprisingly few foreigners. Tokyo~ international 

community would flock here the following week when Ohgas old 

friend, Lorin Maazel, conducted, but Sony's chainnan was not a draw. 

The Sony fumily, on the other hand, was very much in evidence: both 

of Morita\; brothers and their wives; Ibukas son, Makoto; Ohga's 

handpicked successor, Nobuyuki Idei, and Idei's wife; and most of the 

j : other executives on the Sony board. Clearly, when Ohga conducts, 

I. 	 Sonya ttends. 

InJapan, an orchestra does not usually tune on stage. Western con
certgoers enjoy the cacophony of scales and fragments ofdifficult pas
sages as the musicians warm up; in Tokyo, the orchestra appears only 
when the house is full and settled. The concertmaster sounds his «A," 
the oboe answers politely, the orchestra briefly confirms pitch a final 
time, more a gesture than a process, and is silent again, awaiting the 
maestros entrance. Are we being spared the disturbance of the random 
noise of tuning? Or is tuning up. a practice session of sorts, unaccept
ably personal, tantamount to receiving a visitor in one's private office 
or taking gnests on a tour of the home? 

Ohga enters, and moves to the podium with his deliberate, mincing 
gait. As always, he is impeccable: a perfect tuxedo, gleaming shoes, not 
a hair out of place (now or at the end of the performance). He acknow
ledges the applause with a slight bow and turns to the orchestra. I am 
seated behind the bass viols, looking obliquely across the strings into 
the audience: the acoustics are frightful, but I have a full view ofOhga!! 
fuce. 

He conducts from memory without a score. His tempi are assured, 
his phrasing subtle. But he seems even here, as in a business meeting, 
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withdrawn and unapproachable. His eyes dosed, his body swaying, he 
appears to be focused inwardly on the bliss the music brings him. 
Perhaps, stricdy speaking, Ohga',; talent alone would not earn him 
invitations to conduct the Boston Symphony at Tanglewood, the Pitts
burgh Symphony, the Israel Philharmonic, or the Metropolitan Opera 
Orchestra. Perhaps his position as chief of the world's largest sound 
and music company has gained him access. There are those who sug
gest that inviting Ohga to conduct advances an orchestra in the global 
competition for Sony sponsorship on a world tour. Nevertheless, here 
he is, one of the world~ most powerful businessmen, summoning forth 
Beethoven with his baton from one ofJapans best orchestras, attended 
by his friends and by the Sony family in Tokyo's most prestigious hall. 
Befure Ohga was twenty he had lost both an elder and a younger 
brother in freak accidents, and his family used to say about him that he 
enjoyed their share of luck and happiness in addition to his own. 
Watching him take his cortain calls, turning to the orchestra to salute 
the players and back to the audience to acknowledge their applause, 
one feets that Norio Ohga is indeed a fortunate man. Asked, however, 
to reflect on his forty-year career at Sony, his reply is unexpected: 
""'bat strikes me as unique about my life is the extent to which it took 
me on a path I had no desire to walk." 

Obga was born in '930, the fourth of seven children, four girls and 
three boys, and raised as the darling of the family by his doting elder 
sisters. His father, a wealthy importer of lumber from Southeast Asia, 
was away in Hanoi managing his business tbere until the end of the 
war. Ohga grew up with his mother and sisters and brothers and the 
family's servants in a "summer home" near the beach in Senbon Mat
subara on Suruga Bay, eighty miles southwest of1i,kyo. From an early 
age he was drawn to art and music. He loved watching his eldest sister 
paint and practice calligraphy-be would become an accomplished 
calligrapher himself--and when he was five he sat down at the piano in 
the Western-style drawing room and taught himself to play. In ele
mentary school he was an A student in all but two subjects, music and 
physical education. In music, he earned a rarely awarded A + ("out
standing"); in P.E., the best he could do was B. In a recent interview, he 
recalled that he had always "hated" athletics. F'ive feet nine inches tall 
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and .80 pounds, Ohga is a large man by Japanese standards, but his 
robustness seems to have belied, then as now, a delicate sensibility. 

In '943, when he was thirteen, Ohga develnped pleurisy and had to 
stay home from middle school for over a year.' While convalescing, he 
spent his evenings studying with a man who lived across the street, 
Ichiro Iwai, the wealthy scion ofa merchant family who was living in a 
large house with his children and three servants afwr the death of his 
wife, and who seems to have adopted Ohga as his protege. Thirty years 
old at the time, with a degree in electrical engineering from the Uni
versity of Tokyo, Iwai tutored Ohga in math and science and taught 
him many other things ill the bargain, including how to read electri
cal diagrams and musical scores. The relationship between the culti
vated young widower and the sensitive, eager adolescent who may 
have been feeling keenly the absence of his father was, for Ohga, 
formative: "I think fwai taught me everything he knew, and whatever I 
understand today about art and beauty and music and science begins 
with what I learned from him, which was far more than I ever learned 
in school. In a way, f owe my life to him." When lwai died of a heart 
attack at the age ofsixty-two, Ohga, in his forties, was bereft. 

When the war ended, Ohga returned to middle school vaguely 
intending to become a mechanical engineer, but he was listless in class, 
and discouraged by the bleak prospects for engineers in the rubble of 
the defeat, when MacArthur's occupation was dismantling the coun
try',; largest manufacturing organizations. In I946, at sixteen, he audi
tioned for the distinguished voice teacher and opera singer Teiichi 
Nakayama and was accepted as a student. For four years, he commuted 
to Tokyo once a week, a journey that took three hours each way, for 
private lessons in German lieder. ill March I 949, he passed the en
trance examination to the newly founded Tokyo University of the Arts 
and was one of thirteen students nationwide to be admitted to the first 
graduating class in the Department of Voice. 

Ohga'S path might never have led him to Sony had it not been for 
another of his wealthy neighbors, Kahei Nishida, a man twenty years 

.. 	By this time, nannal classes had in any event been suspended; sutdents from mitidle school 
upward were being mobilized to work at munitions facrories and other military installations, 
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his senior whose family money came from textiles and who happened 
to be related distantly to Ibub. In the full of 1950, Ibuka visited 
Nishida on one of his endless rounds in search of funding, and per
suaded him to invest in his fledgling company. Knowing of Ohga's 
interest in electronics, Nishida told him about 1okyo Telecommuni
cations and suggested he visit Ibuka in Tokyo. Later that year, with a 
note of introduction in hand, Ohga called on Ibuka at his ramshackle 
wooden bnilding in ('IOtenyama Heights. The meeting was brief; when 
Ibub took Ohga to the shop floor and demonstrated his brand-new 
G-'IyPe 'rape-corder, Ohga observed that playback was too distorted 
to be of any use to a musician and excused himself. Later, Ihuka re
marked to Morita that he had met a brash student with no manners but 
an impressive grasp of technology. 

Early in 195 I, a Tokyo Telecommunications representative named 
Masao Kurah.shi showed up at 'lokyo University of the Arts with a 
G-Type machine. His ostensible purpose was to record the school 
orchestra as a sound-quality test, but he was secretly hoping to make a 
sale. Kurahashi was employed by a trading company backed by the 
Tokngawa family, descendants of the overlords offeud.1] .pan. He had 
persuaded the Tokugawas, who were in search of new business oppor
tunities, to purchase fifty Tape-corders from Totsuko at the deeply 
discounted price of¥3 million. A check had been delivered into Ibub~ 
jubilant hands, and now the pressure was on Kurahashi to find cus
tomers. 

The demonstration ended befOre it began. In 1951, power was 
still in short supply in 'Iokyo, and as evening approached, amperage 
dropped: when the orchestra was ready and Kurahashi threw the 
switch, uothing happened. Ohga had been advised of the experiment 
and was looking on. As a mortified Kurahashi was packing up to leave, 
Ohga introduced himself and got his business card. 

The following week, Ohga went before the faculty to recommend 
that the school apply to the Education Ministry for fuuding to pur
chase a G-Type machine from Ibub's company. Normally, students 
did not present to the faculty senate, but Ohga was cocksure, artic'll
late, knowledgeable, and charming. His argument was inventive: danc
ers relied on mirrors to mark their progress as they worked on perfect-
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ing their art; tape recorders would certainly become the musician's 
mirror. WIthout the means of play;ng back a perfonnanre, musicians 
and singers like himself would be deprived of the opportunity to ob
serve and correct themselves. 

The machine was priced by Totsuko at ¥160,000, an amount eqniva
lent to annual tuition for 40 percent of the colleges freshman students. 
Nevertheless, Ohga's vision of the Tape-corder as a mirror for musi
cians proved irresistible, and funding was secured. Though he was only 
a sophomore, Ohga was given responsibility for overseeing the pur
chase. 

From Ibubs point ofview, an outspoken college student had trans
formed himself into a premium CUstomer: this time he dispatched his 
secondhand Datsun truck to pick up Ohga and convey him to ('IOten
yama in style. When he arrived, Ohga handed Akira Higuchi a list of 
modifications he wanted made, with an accompany;ng sketch and wir
ing diagram. He was asking for changes in the stabilization motor to 

reduce flutter and wow, and for a different kind of microphone and 
input connection. "I could see that he was right," Higuchi recalls, "and 
as an engineer I wanted to make those changes because they were defi
nitely improvements." When Higuchi showed Ohga's specifications to 

'2' Ibuka and Morita, they were astonished by the level of his technical
f understanding. 

Refore long, Ohga had become a fumiliar figure at 'Iotsuko. He was 
invited to attend technical meetings, impressing everyone with his en
cyclopedic knowledge of tape recorders in particular, and engaged 
Ibuka and his engineers intensely in conversation about the future of 
audio technology. Eventually, Ibub directed that no prototype would 
be put into production before Ohga had had an opportunity to test it 
and render an opinion. Often he was critical. Recording a set of tuning 
forh, he would point out the distortion in pitch and tonal quality as he 
played back the paper tape and would reiterate his judgment that the 
machine was still too crude to be ofuse to a musician. Recently, recall
ing these early days, Ohga reflected on Ibnka and Moritas tolerance of 
criticism from a college music student: "They actually treated me as an 
equal, and that was an attitude you would never have found in any 
normalJapanese business executive." 
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The day he graduated in 1953, Tokyo Telecommunications threw a 
party for Ohga at the Gotenyama office. After breaking open a keg of 
Morita sake to toast his success-----alebrations at Sony still begin with 
the dramatic stoving in ofa Morita keg-Morita called Ohga aside and 
invited him to join the company "infurmally."· He proposed paying 

him a full starting salary, ¥3,000 a month, and in return asked only that 
he stay in touch and continue to share his thoughts about the future of 
the technology. Ohga protested that he was detennined to pursue a 
career as a soloist and had no intention of becoming a businessman, 
but Morita insisted that he accept the offer in the spirit it was being 
made, with no obligation to him.el f. Ohga promised to think it over 

and, in his excitement, left his diploma behind and had to retrieve it 

the following morning. 
By any conventional standards of Japanese business protocol, 

Morita's offer was unthinkable. Nor was the additional cost of Ohga's 

"salary" a trivial matter at a time when the company was ramping up 
for transistors and funding was in short supply. But Morita in particu

lar had detected in Ohga what he judged to be the gifts Sony would 
need to grow, and he was determined not to lose him. This would not 
be the last time he would act on impulse to lure people to Sony from 

other careers. But Ohga, who would prove to be his biggest catch, 
was the hardest to land: it was six years before he finally persuaded him 

to join the company formally in '959. Once he did come to work, 
Ohga met and abundantly exceeded Morita's expectations. When he 
took over as president in 1982, the business stood at $, 5 billion. When 

he turned over daily control in 1995 to Nobuyuki Idei, revenue had 

grown to $45 hi Ilion. 
In the year that followed, until he left for Europe in the summer of 

1954, Ohga continued to study with Professor Nakayama as one of a 
handful of students who had been invited to remain in a makeshift 
"Masters" program, and embarked on what promised to be a successful 

career as an operatic baritone. He sang a number ofroles in Wagnerian 

~ 	 The term MOril3. u...ed, xho/.:utaku kriyaku, means a "p<lrt-time contract,'" but his intention 
seems hetrer express.cd in Engl! .." by Ihe nOlion of an "inform-aJ agreement." 
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and Italian operas-Wolfram in Tannhiiuser, the Commendatore in 
Don Giovanni, Count AImaviva in The Marriage afFigaro-which were 
produced as radio broadcasts. He also appeared in recital, performing 
Schubert's Winter Travel, and other German lieder. His accompanist 
on these occasions was the woman he would marry on his return to 
Japan from Europe in 1958, the pianist Midori Matsubara. 

Meanwhile, he continued to participate in technical meetings at 

Totsuko, and even poached talent fur the company. This practice was 
highly irregular for someone who was a student and not formally an 
employee, but Ohg'J~ capacity for disregarding protocol when he per
ceived an advantage was always a match for Morita's aggressiveness. 

From Tokyo's finest hi-Ii store, where he was a regular, Nishikawa 
Electric, Ohga shanghaied two engineers at once, Susumu Yoshida, the 
"general," and Masahiko Morizono, the "father" of Sony's commercial 

video camera business. In conversation one day, Ohga suggested to 

Yoshida that he was wasting his time in his job and offered to introduce 
and Morizono to a company that was dedicated to technology and 

where a person could grow as fast as his talent took him. "He was very 
smart," Yoshida recalled, "and he WdS sensitive but without the dark

ness that sometimes goes along with being an artist. He was sunny and 

bright and sensitive, it was hard to imagine that he was just a student." 
Ohga arranged a meeting with Ibuka at a small restaurant near Sbina
gawa Station, at the bottom of Gotenyama Heights. Yoshida recalls 

with a smile Ibukas assertion that the company employed three to four 
hundred people, and his subsequent surprise, on joining Sony, when he 

was assigned employee number 195. Morizono, who knew and re
',~ 
(~ spected Ibuka but says he had no idea who Ohga was, signed up at the 
~(~ 
0'" saffle time. J' 

During his senior year at university, Ohga had met the eminent 

German singer Gerhard Busch and had been invited to become 
", student in Berlin. In June '954, he departed Yokohama on a Japanese 

! :;;' 

freighter bound for Manila, Singapore, Bombay, and points weSt. At 

II 
1* Manila, because anti-Japanese sentiment was still running high in the 

Philippines, passengers were advised to go ashore at their own risk; 
Ohga was one of the handful of travelers who took the opportunity to 

tour the city hurriedly. In Bombay, he received a letter from Morita 

http:express.cd
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informing of the birth ofMorita's second son, Masao. * From that 
point on, long letters scrawled in what Ohga describes as "MoritaS 
hideous hand" were waiting for him at every port of call. That he 
found the time to write given the frantic pace of his business life is 
further evidence of his intense interest in Ohga. 

Ohga spent his first year studying in Munich while he waited for 
permission to enter Berlin, still all occupied zone administered by the 
Allies. Once there, he enrolled as a regular student at Kunst Univer
sitiit and spent three years earning a second degree, graduating in '957 
at the head of his dass. The cost of his stay in Europe was paid for by 
his family, but K,tsuko helped him with foreign exchange through the 
Mitsui Bank, and continued to deposit his monthly salary in a Mitsui 
Bank account in '[okyo. OhgJ in return sent detailed reports of the 
latest developments in the German tape recorder industry, which, as 
he was at pains to point out, was far ahead of Japans. He provided 
diagrams of the newest Telefunken machines, and urged Totsuko's 
engineers to work on faster revolutions and acetate-based tape of the 
kind made in Germany by BASF to improve the quality ofplayback. 

Morita kept closely in touch with weekly letters, and sent Ohga one 
of the first model TR-55 radios to come off the production line. Ohga 
was excited by the new product, and promptly showed it to Michiko 
'Iimaka, the resident doyenne of Japanese high society in Germany) 

,. 	MOrltd wnw~ that he had dlOSl'i1 for '''~las~lu'' a Chilu::se character composcd of tv..o idencil.:al 
demenh top and bottom, in hopes of rai~ing "a child who will be entirely strai!{htforn'ard 

and honest With nuthing TO hide." Morita's two sons grew up referring to Ohga as "Uncle 

Oh!fJ.," and when l\1hsflO carne to work for Sony, Obga would say that he had known him 

from the time he was in his mothers womb. 

t Michiko T:1.uaka was the daughter of J famous Japanese painter who was sent to Vicnna to 

study lIll. in the carll' thirties. [fer charm and heauty quickly gained her :H;Ct'SS to Viennese 

society. At age nineteell. she lIlarried a wl"Jlthy hllsinessnum (hree times her ag~ namcd 

JurJU,~ Melnl, known across Europe a., "the coffee king'~ for his chain of cafes, ilnd hecame the 

reigning SOCial queen of Vienna. In a tv"ist worthy of an Italian opera, the aging MeinJ, 

recognizing that he h,HI grown tOO old to sal:h.f)' his still youthful wife, introduced her to a 

German supenR,lr of $t'reen and stage, Vihor de Kowa. and arranged their marriage, provid

ing ,:V1ichiko with a larg-e dowry and a mansion in Rerli.n, where she was living in splendor 

when Olu..ra met her. 

:,: 
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Ohga had met her while he was still in Munich, and she had helped 
him with his visa to Berlin and given him use of a chauffeured car while 
he was getting settled. Tanaka borrowed the TR-55 and demonstrated 
it to everyone in her broad acquaintance in Berlin, creating what may 
have been the first interest in Sony in Europe. 

When Ohga retumed to Japan late in '957, he married Midori 
Matsubara and joined an opera company. The couple intended to 
spend their lives together as musicians. Morita persisted, urging Ohga 
to spend one day a week at the L'Ompany, doing "nothing in particular." 
While in Europe, Ohga had become acquainted with the head of 
the Japan !VhlSicai Instrument Company, soon to become known as 
Yamaha, and Morita had heard rumnrs that he was also being actively 
courted by Yamaha~s president. Ohga did resume his visits to Totsukn, 
but continued to resist pressure to go to work; he was aided in his 
resolve by his wife!! determination that he should continue his career 
as a musician. In 1958, as a preliminary tn building a Sony sales net
work in Europe, Morita asked Ohga to reconnoiter the European mar
ket and consult "1th him on strategy. At the end of a month of travel
ing, ()hga was joined by Morita in London and they returned to Japan 
together via New Ynrk. Mnrita assumed they would fly, but Ohga was 
set on crossing the Atlantic nn the USS United Statts: "It was a seven
hundred-thousand-ton vessel, and conld travel at thirty-five knnts!" he 
explained to me. "That made it the fastest passenger ship in the world. 
I had to see for myself what that was 

Their Atlantic crossing threw Mnrita and Ohga together in dose 
quarters for, by Ohga's measure, "four days and just over ten hours" 
with nothing to do but eat, sleep, and talk. According tn Ohga, he did 
most of the talking, and his insistent theme was the necessity of oring
ing the company into the modern age with product planning and more 
stylish product design and marketing. By the time they reached New 
York, Morita was even more certain that Sony needed Ohga, and re
newed his efforts to recruit him. Ohga held ont for another six months, 
continuing to receive a salary, until Morita invited him to dinner with 
his wife, a schoolmate ofYoshiko Morita',; and inclined to re,,.pect her, 
and proposed that he wear, in the Japanese idiom, "fWO pairs of san
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daIs," continuing his singing career while working for Sony full-time, 

Ohga says that Morita assured him that night that if hc carne to work 

he could count on being president of Sony one day. 

In April 1959, Ohga entered Sony formally at the top rung of the 

middle-management ladder, as hue/)(i, general manager, a position that 

normally, then as now, would take an enterprising employee twenty 

years to achieve. As head of the Second Manufacturing Group, he was 

responsible for manufacturing and sales ofSony's broadcast equipment 

and three hundred employees. By night, after long days i n Sony~ 

manufacturing facility at Acsugi and traveling the country selling to 

broadcasters, Ohga pursued his career as a singer. But the moment 

came when he was obliged to recognize that his double life was no 

longer sustainable. He was singing the role of Count Alm.viva in The 

Marriage of Figaro and had arrived at the theater in Hiroshima at the 

end of a day he had devoted to a futile attempt to sell Sony tape re

corders to a local affiliate. With just enough time to get into costume 

and makeup, Ohga went on stage and sang his way without incident 

through Acts One, 'lwo, and Three, the most challenging of all, in 

which the count is on stage from beginning to end, With the demand

ing portion of the performance behind him, he changed costume and 

sat down on a trunk backstage to wait for the countS final entrance at 

the end of Act Four. Exhausted, he dozed off, was awakened by the 

orchestra playing the cue for his entrance, and realiz,ed he was sitting 

on the wrong side of the stage, Wi th 110 choice, he appeared on stage 

from an unexpected direction-"Here you are, my sweet Sus.nna"

and threw Figaro and Susanna off their timing (Susanna was being 

sung by Kyoko Ito, who would become a distitlguished soprano). That 

night, he resolved to give up his musical career, Asked what had im

pelled him to choose Sony over music, he replies that it was his sense 

of responsibility to the people working for him, By that time, as head 

of the emire tape recorder di.ision, Ohga had a staff of more than onc 

thousand employees. 
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ity for product planning, industrial design, and advertising for the 

whole company, "I changed Sony's image," he told me, "When 1 came 

on the scene, it wasn't really such a modern company at all, And I'd 

been telling Morita fur years that what we needed to do was create 
product., that looked smart, stylish, international, and start advertis

ing stylishly, and that's what I undertook to do, and it!; amazing that 
Morita let me do it all, as young as I was." 

Japanese exe~l1tives do not meet visitors in their own offices, which 

are held to be private, but in "guest-reception rooms," which become 

increasingly spacious and ornate as the floors in the building ascend 

toward top management. I am interviewing Ohga in the "parlor" that 

adjoins his office on the seventh and top floor of Sony headquarters in 

Gotenyama and is reserved for his personal use, a stiffly formal room 

furnished with a long, low table and eight plush chairs positioned too 

far apart to allow comfortable conversation, Abruptly he stands, mo

tions to me that I am to follow him, and strides out of the room 

without a glance at the head of Corporate Communications and the 

two freshmen in attendance to tape-record our conversation (with two 

tape recorders as insurance against the possibility of mechanical fail

ure), I hurry after him, down the hall past the large Monet that he and 

Mickey Schulhof purchased in New York on the occasion of Sony~ 

fiftieth anniversary in '996, to the executive elevator, No word of 

explanation, Emerging on the ground floor, Ohga crosses the lobby to 

the cntram,e of the Sony products museum, heedless of the bows in his 

direction from people halted in their tracks in gesmres of respect, 

moving as jf through his private space, and enters the softly lit mu

seum, Here, in long showcases that hug the contour ofa gently arcing 

Sony's entire product line is on display in chronological order. 

Ohga approaches the point on the arc corresponding to the year r<]60, 

and says, taking my arm, "You can see the difference before and after I 

got involved," There is no arguing this point; the tape recorders, 

radios, and TV sets spotlighted behind the glass become noticeably 

sleeker and more modish upstream ofwhere we stand. For thirty years, 

......,.

The speed of Ohgas ascent within Sony was unprecedented and re 'i Ohga minutely managed what consumers aronnd the world identifY 

! 
mains unique. Within two years of starting, in addition to managing t today as the Sony loole: the heft and feel ofthe product, the matte black 

the tape recorder division, he had requested and received responsibil- ofthe metal, the placement, color, and even the size of the Sony logo. ,I 
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But Ohga's interest was never limited to style; he insisted that Sony 
tape recorders should have automatic level adjustment circuitry, which 
Sony pioneered in the J .panese market, and argued successfully for 
another first, the built-in microphone. Over the years, his review of 
Sony prototypes at the Product Planning Center, created by him and 
staffed by desiguers he has hired and trained, were always tense occa

sions. Morita was generous with compliments and encouragement; 
Ohga looked for faulty design. In February 1990, David Sanger of the 
Nf!7JJ York Times witnessed Ohga in action at the center: 

He stops at the display of a new television set for introduction in 

1991, dearly unhappy: all the petipherals connected to it-the stereo, 

the compact disc player, the videodisc, the CD-ROM player-require 
separate remote controls. 

Ohga launches into a lectute. The television, he tells the silent room, 
is lithe center of the home.'l Just as Sony transfOrIlled the TV business 

once with Trinitron, it must do it again, making the television set a 

single, simple control center~ so that you point the remote control 

at the screen rather than at each individual machine. 

Briefly, Ohga is challenged by a tall young woman. ·In.e television is 

her project, and she raises some problems with Ohga ~ approach. lIe 
listens carefully, but gives no ground. 

"I want direct comrol of everything, all through the television," he 

tells her. She retreats. 

During his early years as a full-time employee, Ohga also recreated 
single-handedly the company~ domestic advertising. \Vhen he arrived 

in 1959, Sony ads featured a line drawing of a small boy named 
Attchan, a well-known comic strip character that Sony had licensed 
from the cartoonist for its exclusive use as, according to the borrowed 
English term in the contract, an {Iikyatcba, or "eye-catcher." Ohga was 

appalled, and in short order had persuaded Morita that a stick figure 
with a sappy smile was not an appropriate logo for a company with in
ternational aspirations. "Mr. Tbuka and Mr, Morita were great vision
aries and entrepreneurs," he explained to me circumspectly, "but they 
didn't necessarily have much sense of style," By T 96 T, "the Sony boy" 
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bad disappeared and Ohga was personally writing the leads for all of 
Sony's domestic advertising. He al.o managed layout, choosing fonts 
and sizes, and insisted that print ads for newspapers be positioned 
where readers were most likely to see them, just beneath the TV pro
gram listings or on the op-ed page. 

In the mid-sixties, Ohga began to manifest an aptinTde for deal
making and a perspicacity about the future which rivaled Morital; own. 
In 1965, he met with Wisse Dekker, then head of the Asian Division 
inside Philips Electromcs N.V., to discuss Philips's newly developed 
tape cassettes, which would soon replace reel-to-reel tape. Philips was 
competing with Telefunken and Grundig in a race to establish its 

cassette tape as the worldwide standard, and it wanted support from 

Japanese electronics manufucturers, In Ohga~ judgment, the Grundig 
cassette was slightly more sophisticated than the Philips version; none
theless, he had already decided that Sony should align with Philips be

cause he viewed the company as a more vibrant brand worldwide than 
Grundig, with a stronger organization and more to offer Sony in 
potential for future growth, Speaking in Gennan, a language he com
manded better than English, he infonned Dekker that he was in con

versation about adopting the Grundig cassette with Max Grundig per

sonally. If Sony were to align with Grundig, in view of the market 
share the two companies controlled in Europe, the United States, and 
Japan, Philips would certainly lose the opportunity to control the 

worldwide standard. On the other hand, if Sony joined Philips, the 
Dutch company would be assured of worldwide control, and Sony 

was ready to sign if Philips would waive royalties altogether. Dekker 

agreed. 
The following year, I966, leveraging his connection with Dekker, 

Ohga concluded a free cross-licensing agreement between Sony and 
Philips. Now both companies were licensed to make use of the other~ 

technologies or manufacturing processes free of charge. For Sony, 
this deal was a major triUlIlph for two reasons. As it developed prod
ucts, the company had been obliged to pay licensing fees on countless 
Philips patents in the past, and that obstacle had been removed in 
perpetuity. At the same time, Philips, a company vastly larger and 
wealthier than Sony, a household name around the world, was acknow
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ledging the probability that Sony would be innovating on a level that 
would make the exchange worthwhile. 

Morita was certain that the venerable Dutch company that had 

impressed him so vividly on his first trip to Europe in 1953 would not 
agree to view Sony as an equal and assured Ohga that he was wasting 
his time. When the agreement was conduded, he was both surprised 
and proud. According to Ohga, Philips in general was opposed and 
would never have come to the table at all if it hadn't been for Dekker, 

who lobbied executives throughout the organization, persuading them 
of his certainty that Sony would deliver the goods over time. In years 
to come, Ohgal; relationship with Dekker, who was soon to become 

president and later chairman of Philips, would yield a variety of bene
fits to Sony. In the early eighties, Ohga and Dekker would lead the 
collaboration that produced and brought to market the compact disc. 

In view of OhgaI; success with Philips, it is not surprising that 
Morita enmlSted him the following year with a negotiation that would 

prove to be one of the most important in Sony histoty: a joint venture 

with CBS Records. Over lunch with Harvey Schein in October [967, 
Morita had decided to enter into a deal, and that same day had turned 
over responsibility for handling the negotiation to Ohga, thirty-seven 

at the time. Harvey Schein was known to be a cunning and aggressive 
deal-maker who left no money on the table, but Morita was confident 

that Ohga would hold his own. 

The principals agreed at onL'" that the new company would be 
capitalized at $1 million, each parent to invest $ [ million. The first 
issue was a name for the venture. With his characteristic emphasis on 

building the Sony brand, Morita wanted "Sony-CBS Records," but 
Schein insisted that CBS and its Columbia record label were house

hold words around the world and must come first. Ohga yielded, then 
exacted an "equivalent" concession from CBS when the discussion 
turned to the issue of royalties. Schein wanted to charge the venture an 

"all-in price" for each record master provided by CBS Records. "All
in" meant that CBS's markup on the actual cost of acquiring rights to 
the master and producing it would be folded invisibly into the bill it 
presented to the joint venture. Ohg. refused. He had already proposed 
that the parent companies take 1 percent each of annual gross "off the 
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top" (irrespective of profit Dr loss), a mechanism to help ensure that 
their original investment would be repaid, and Schein had eagerly 
agreed. Now Ohga pointed out that marking up the cost of record 
masters in addition to taking 1 percent from gross receipts would 
amount to "double dipping." The joint venture, he declared, would 

pay CBS its actual costs per master and not a penny more. As Schein 
faltered, Ohga pressed home his advantage by reminding him that 
Sony had compromised on the issue of the name, which was more 
important than profit to a small company building its presenc't) around 
the world. Schein felt trapped and finally conceded a point that, in the 
ensuing twenty years, would cost CBS hundreds of millions ofdollars. 

"Ohga suckered me," he recalled with a smile. "He gave up on the 
name because he knew he could more than make it back when we got 

around to royalties and profit." 
CBS/Sooy Records, Inc., was signed into being in Tokyo on March 

1, 1968. The English documents were vetted by a young lawyer named 
Walter Yetnikoff whom Schein had recruited from the same law firm 
he had left for CBS.· Yetnikoff remembers driving through a pouring 

rain in a Sony car to dcliver the document book for signing to Morita's 
house, where he was sick in bed with the flu, and waiting in the foyer 

while Yoshiko Morita shuttled back and forth to the bedroom with the 
documents. Yetnikoff would later become head of CBS Records and 
would play, as an intimate ofOhga's, a catalytic if abrasive role in Sonys 

.' acquisition of both the record company and Columbia PiLwres. 
On paper, Morita was president of the new company, but On the first 

day of business he informed Ohg:l that managing it would be up to 
;, him. Ohga claims that this announcement came as a complete surprise 
:N and reflects wryly that he might have reconsidered the 1 percent top
1,': 

off payment to the parent companies had he known that the ens"ing 
\ problems would be his own to manage . .~ 

* ROSoCnman, Colin, Freund, Lewis, and ('nhcn. In 197z, Moritas mentor in legal matters, Ed 

Rosin;; joined the firm as a partner and brought Sony's business with him. Loc-ated on 
Madison Avenue and 56th Street, oppo!)itc Sony headquarters in New York. the firm eontin

ne... to playa roJe in thcl.."Ompanys U.S. legal affairs: Paul Bur>lk, another partner, sits on both 

the Sony America board and the compensation colmrnuee. 
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The business began badly. It was common practice in the trade for 
record companies to make the rounds of the retailers once a month to 
collect what they were owed in cash. Ohga pronounced this "feudal," 
and insisted that money be remitted to a CBS/Sony account. He also 
rejected the conventional returns policy and required retailers to pur
chase a percentage of the records they ordered. When the merchants 
protested and Ohga refused to yield, the Japan Record Dealers Asso
ciation declared a boycott against CBS/Sony Records which lasted 
throughout what is remembered at Sony Music as the "long hot som
mer of 1968." That aurUlnn, the impasse was broken when Simon and 
Garfunkel's "The Sounds of Silence" arrived inJapan on the Columbia 
label and swept the country off its feet: as a condition of distributing 
the hit single, Ohga required dealers to sign a new contract and they 
had no choice but to agree. 

By the end of the second year of Ohga's leadership, the jointvenrure 
was rerurning dividends to both parents equal to 100 percent of their 
initial investment, and continued year after year to repay the initial 
investment in addition to royalties due on individual albums. On the 
fifth anniversary of the business, Ohga was able to use profits to build 
CBS/Sony its own headquaners building, in front of Ichigaya Station 
in Tokyo, without borrowing a penny. A celebration dinner for the 
entire staff was held at the Pacific Hotel, and Walter Yetnikoff, Harvey 
Schein, and Goddard Lieberson, president of CBS Records, flew from 
New York to attend. Ohga bid the crowd welcome and thanked them 
for their hard work. In the middle of his speech, his feelings over
whelmed him and he paused, fighting back tears. 

Ohga's strategy was to stay just ahead of the constandy shifting 
tastes in popular music. Judging that classical music was, for the time 
being, out of vogue, he limited it to less than 10 percent of his invest
ment. He also iguored enka, an entire genre of native ballads sung by 
its own galaxy ofstar performers and conveying a particularly Japanese 
brand of melodrama. Instead, he developed and marketed a series of 
artists including Momoe Yamaguchi and the Candies, who were cre
ated to mirror the fantasies of teenagers and adults in their early twen
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given his parallel life as a classical musician, Ohga created what he 
describes as a "cutie-pie boom." CBS also fed the joint venrure many 
profitable acts from its own Colombia and Epic labels, beginning with 
the Simon and Garfunkel hit. 

The unlikeliness of Norio Ohga as pop music czar is breathtaking. 
"Beethoven," Ohga explained when I asked him abour the paradox, 
"will always be Beethoven. And then there is business. I have a switch I 
can throw as I move back and fonh between worlds." In the early 
seventies, the place to be seen in Tokyo after midnight was a disco in 
Akasaka called Byblos. Morita, not surprisingly, enjoyed dancing the 
night away in the private part of the club upstairs; Ohga hated the 
noise, and was observed on more than one occasion as he backed 
toward an exit and then bolted to freedom. When Morita called to let 
him know that Andy Williams was in town, he wanted to know if Mr. 
WIlliams was a professional golfer. He accompanied Morita and his 
son, Hideo, to a Williams concen and declared unsmilingly when it 
was over, "This man cannot sing!" 

Though he may not have admired some of the music he packaged, 
Ohga was so successful at marketing and selling it in Japan that the 
record company under his leadership grew to become Sony's, and 
CBS's, most profitable division. The profits generated became a source 
of ongoing contention. CBS\; share quickly climbed above $10 mil
lion annually: the succession of CBS presidents under the founder and 
chairman William Paley eyed the retained earnings hungrily and were 
continually demanding that larger ponions of the pie be "repatriated" 
in dividends. Ohga politely and immovably rejected these demands 
(Sony had the contracrual right to determine distributions). How 
would it look to outsiders, he would remonstrate, if the parent compa
nies were to withdraw tens of millions of dollars above and beyond the 
100 percent annual return on original investment, not to mention 
royalties I Year after year, CBS Records executives made the pilgrimage 
to Tokyo to petition Ohga and rerurned empty-handed. Finally Paley 
made the trip himself but fared no better than his subordinates. Some
times Ohga would commiserate, complaining that his hands were tied 
because "Mr. A. Morita" refused to release the funds. Sometimes he ties. The sensibility he identified was naive and odorless: astonishingly, 

1 
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would grow angry and throw an intimidating tantrum. "1 was the 
retained earnings watchdog," he told me. "VVhen CBS reached out its 
hand, I would lunge and growl." 

In the course of managing CBS/Sony, Ohga became friendly with 
both Harvey Schein and Walter Yetnikoff. With Schein, he shared a 
sense of having created a successful company, and this feeling was a 

bond. After 1972, when Morita lured Schein to Sony from CBS, Ohga 
had less to do with him professionally, but the men remained close 
and wntinued to socialize with their wives, in Tokyo and New York. 
In 1976, Ohga tried unsuccessfully to mediate between Morita and 
Schein in the last days of their relationship, hoping to save Schein:s 

position inside Sony. Then, on tile twentieth anniversary of the found

ing ofCBS/Sony, Ohga and Schein had their own falling out over what 
appears at first glance to have heen a trivial matter but should probably 

be ascribed to deep <.ultural differences. 
Souy had invited Schein and his wife to the anniversary party in 

Tokyo, and had sent them first-class air tickets. Schein wanted to ex

change the tickets for economy-dass seats around the world for him
self and his wife and their twO grown children, and asked Ohga to 

make the necessary arrangements through the Sony travel bureau. 
Ohga said he would try, but week after week the reissued tickets failed 

to arrive. Shortly before the date of the party, Ohga came for dinner to 
Schein's aparonenl in New )brk, and Schein confronted him about the 

tickets. Sony had sent him first-class rickets because it wished to honor 
him, Ohga explained, his face clouding with anger; it was disrespectful 

and unseemly for Schein to sell his tickets and ride in the back. Schein 
retorted heatedly that Ohga had no business interfering in hi s family 

travel plans aud threw the tickets in his face. Ohga rushed out of the 
aparoncnt. Schein's wife pursued him and brought him back, but the 
damage had been done: the men did not meet again. 

Ohga's relationship with Walter Yetnikoff ran deeper and was more 
complex. IfMorita and his first American menlor, Adolph Gross, were 
an unlikely partnership, Ohga and Yetnikoff are not easily conjured in 
the same room together. Ohga tends to be restrained and distant; Yet
nikoff, though said to be much mellower than in his days as a helli
cose drinker, remains contentious, incorrigihly and gleefully invasive. 
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Ncverilieless, it seems that they were close friends for over twenty 

years. By way of explanation, Ohga told me repeatedly that Yetnikoff 
was; a very serious, quiet, ~'even somewhat timid" corporate lawyer 
when they met: "He had a charming wife named June, and I thought 
they were an ideal couple. The only unfortunate thing was, she 

couldn't cook. It would be hard to find someone as bad at cooking as 
she was. You know the expression 'tone-dear? Well, she was cooking
deaf! Still, they were a wonderful couple." 

In the early years of the joint venture, while he was still working as 
Schein's in-house counsel, Yernikoff served as consigliere to Ohga, 

helping him to organize a mail-order record club in Japan and advis
ing him on budgeting costs for developing new artists and producing 

their records. Notwithstanding Ohga~ memory of Yetnikoff as gentle 
and timid, he was known to others even then as a man committed to 
outrageousness. Oh!,,,, himself referred to Yetnikoff affectionately as 
"the funny American." Yetnikoff called Ohga "Herr Ohga" or "The 

Ohga." Several times a year he traveled to Tokyo, and the men were 

otten in each others company. They took long walks and engaged in 
intimate conversations about the purpose of life. The Ohgas were 
childless, and Ohga confided in Yemikoff his sense of resignation and 

loss. Over time, Ohga \; wife, Midori, and Yetnikoff's first wife, June, 
became friendly, and the couples socialized at one another\; homes. 

The Ohgas lived in lokyo with a chow cbow called Martin. Ohga 
would cook, preparing steak and roast beef and his speciality, crepes 
suzettes, and serve French cheese and rare wines. VVhen he was in 

America, he would visit Yetnikoff at his house in Wilton, Connecticut, 
and, later, Great Neck, swim in his pool, which he always complained 
was too cold, and fall asleep on the couch with his glasses on. 

Yetnikoff recalls that Ohga could be "both condescending and 
kind." His personal secretary was having trouble with a boyfriend, and 
Ohb'" was very solicitous, inviting her home to dinner and in general 
looking atter her. In matters of business, then as now, Ohga's temper 
was volcanic. Yemikoff remembers an incident from the mid-seventies 
in the New York office ofArthur Taylor, then president ofCBS. Taylor, 
who had taught Renaissance history at Brown, was a student ofJapan 
who prided himself on understanding the culture. VVhen he tried ex

,':: 
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plaining to Ohga his perception of Sony's prohlem with distributions, 
Ohga began screaming at him, waving his arms-"You think you know 
Japan better than l. The joint venture is over'"-and stormed out of 
the office. Yetnikoff went after him and tried to calm him dO'\\oTI, but 
that night, over lobster, one of his favorite foods, Ohga was still insist
ing that he intended to cancel the joint venture. According to Yetni
koff, he remained agitated until the conversation turned to investing 

CBS/Sony money in a plane for the purpose of importing lobster to 
Japan. Yetnikoff had been working OIl Ohga to compromise on the 
dividend i""e by putting some of the retained earnings to work in 
profitable investment,;. For a brief period they were serious about lob

sters, until they learned that shellfish could not be imponed to Japan. 
Later they went shopping together for citrus groves in California, 
flying aroWld in a chartered helicopter, and purchased for the joint 

venture two thousand acres of lemon trees north of Los Angeles near 

Oxnard. 
In 1972, when Schein left CBS for Sony, Yetnikoff succeeded him as 

president of the International Records Division. From dlis point on he 

was Ohga's opposite, representing CBS's equity position in CBS/Sony. 
Twice a year he was in '{okyo trying to extract inLTeased dividends from 
Ohga and fuiling, but the men remained fast friends. One day they 
were out on a walk and happened to pass a Porsche dealer. Yetnikoff 

stepped inside and wrote a check for a new car as a gift to Ohga from 
CBS. Business, after all, was booming Wlder his leadership, and he had 
yet to receive a bonus. Ohga was pleased, but declined to accept the car 

Morita had been given the opportWlity to approve the bonus, 
which he did in a memo that afternoon. When the Porsche arrived, 
Ohga discovered it was an automatic shift and gave it to his wife: a mee 
car driver, he was not about to drive a "hydromatic." 5ubsequendy, 

Yetnikoff paid Ohga additional bonuses. 
In the business arena, the men had other conflict,;. The dividend 

issue was a constant irritation. Then there was Guenther Breest, a 
record producer in Hamburg championed by Ohga who, in Yetnikoffs 
view, was "ruining the company" with recordings of Broadway musi
cals with inferior casts. Another blowup occurred late in I989, after 
Sony had purchased CBS Records, when Ohga approved a $20 million 
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purchase of right,; to record Herbert von Kar.jan '5 complete opera 
performances on video laser disc. Yctnikoff was furious, SLTeaming into 
the telephone that he was not about to do "this lousy junk" that would 
not earn the company a penny. "-'hen Ohga insisted, Yetnikoff took his 
complaint dirccdy to Morita, who brushed it aside. Today Ohga says 
that d,e project's passionate advocate was not himself but Sonys cur

rent president, Nobuyuki Idei, who was responsible for developing the 
videodisc. In any event, Yetnikofrs protest nomithstanding, the proj
ect was completed and lost money. 

In 1975, Yetnikoff became president and chief executive of CBS 
Records, Inc., worldwide, in his own words, "fuhrer of remrds." It was 

then, Ohga said, his voice heavy with judgment, that Yemikoff began 
to transform into an entirely different human being: "He left his pretty 
wife and became a womanizer, and he was rude and arrogant and 
would scream into the telephone and then slam d,e receiver down .... 

watching Walter made me realize how suddenly and Wlexpectedly a 
mans life can talLe a sharp tum." Yetnikoff listens to what Ohga has 
said about him and smiles grimly: "1'd say he was the one who changed, 
certainly in his attitude toward me, for no reason I could see ... I am 
very disappointed in Norio Ohga." 

IfIbuka was the muse and champion of the transistor age, and Morita's 
principal marketing triumph the Walkman, Ohga rightfully lays claim 
to having taken Sony into the digital age with the compact disc. The 
technology at the heart of the CD as it was to evolve, the "general 

junction laser," was developed in the early sixties at MI'f:s Lincoln 
Labs and improved at Bell Laboratories later in the decade. By I9740 
Philips had incorporated the laser in an early video laser disc, and Sony 
was developing it,; own version based on the Philips model. Inde
pendently, a team ofaudio engineers led by Heitaro Nakajima were at 

work on digital sound. By early in '974, Nakajima had a machine 
capable of digital recording, but it was the size of a refrigerator and 
weighed several hWldred pounds. Subsequendy, his team devised a 
processor that permitted digital signals to be recorded on tape and 
played back on a U-Matic three-quarter-inch player. This system was 
still unwieldy and had its own technical prohlems, but when it was 






















